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,C PASCAL (Par) ,
.
$X$ $::=:$ $X|Y|\cdots$
$F$ $::=$ $+|-|\cdot,$ . $|0|1|\cdots$








$D_{v}$ $::=$ $D_{v}$ ; $D_{v}’$
var X
$D_{p}$ $::=$ $D_{p}$ ; $D_{\iota}’$
proc $\mathrm{G}$(in $X$ ;out $Y$ ) $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{s}\{D_{v} ; C\}$
$E$ $::=$ $X$
$F(E_{1}, E_{2}, \cdots, E_{n})$
, CCS $M[-]$ .
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$M[C;c]$ $=$ $M[C]Bef_{\mathit{0}}reM[CJ]$
$M[X:=E]$ $=$ $\overline{up}_{X}.M[E]Into(x)$ ($\overline{put_{X}}X.\overline{down}X\cdot$ Done)
$M[\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}(E)\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\{Dv;c\}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{e}\{D’;vc’\}]$ $=$ $M[E]Into(X)(\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}X\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{m}M[D_{v};c_{]}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{s}\mathrm{e}M[D_{v}’;c’])$
$M[\mathrm{w}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{e}(E)\mathrm{d}\mathrm{o}\{D;vC\}]$ $=$ $W$ , where $W=Mdef[E]Int_{o(}X)$
( $\mathrm{i}\mathrm{f}x\mathrm{t}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}M[D_{v}$ ; $c]$ Before Welse done)
$M[\{D_{v};c\}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}\{D_{v}’\} ; c^{J}]$ $=$ $M[D_{v};C]ParM[D’;vc^{J}]$
$M[\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}_{\mathrm{P}^{\mathrm{u}\mathrm{t}}}\mathrm{X}]$ $=$ $\overline{up}_{X}.inx.\overline{putx}x.\overline{down}\mathrm{x}\cdot Done$
$M[\mathrm{o}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{t}_{\mathrm{P}}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{E}]$ $=$ $M[E]Into(X)(\overline{out}X.Done)$
$M[\{D_{v};C\}]$ $=$ $(M[D_{v}]|M[C])\backslash ACCDv$
$M$ [$\mathrm{v}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{r}$ X] $=$ $Semx|LocX$
$M[\mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{G}(E, Z)]$ $=$ $M[E]Into(X).(namecg_{C}.\overline{all_{G,g}}X.returnc,gz.\overline{put_{z}}Z.Done)$








$M[F(E_{1_{)}}\cdots , E_{n})]$ $=$ $(M[E_{1}][arg_{1}/res]|\cdots|M[E_{n}][arg_{n}/res]$
$|M[F])\backslash$ { $arg1,$ $\cdots,$ argn}
$M[F]$ $=$ $arg_{1^{X_{1}.\cdots.ar}}gnx_{n}.\overline{res}(f(X_{1}, \cdots, X_{n})).0$
,
Done $def=$ $\overline{done}.0$
$P$ Before $Q$ $de=^{f}$ $(P[b/done]|b.Q)\backslash b$
$P$ Par $Q$ $def=$ $(P[d_{1}/done]|Q[d_{2/}done]|$
$(d_{1}.d_{2}.Done+d_{2}.d_{1}.D_{on}e))\backslash \{d1, d_{2}\})$
$PInto(x)Q$ $dej=$ $(P|res(X).Q)\backslash res$
, [2] . ,
, .














$\mathrm{C}$ Perl , PVM .
3.1 PVM
$\mathrm{P}\mathrm{V}\mathrm{M}$ (Parallel Virtual $\mathrm{M}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}$ ) $[1]$ , $\mathrm{U}\mathrm{N}$ IX ,
.





,C Fortran , $\mathrm{C}$
.
PVM , ID , ,
.
,PVM , / ,
.
3.2




$M\mathrm{r}P^{ro}g]=M[D_{v} ; D_{p}; C]=M[D_{v}]|M[D_{p}]|M[C]|$ Stdio
, , , C
, $D_{v},$ $D_{p}$ , . ,
, C ,
$M\mathrm{r}_{P^{ro}g}]=M[D_{v} ; D_{p}; C]=M[D_{v}]|M[D_{p}]|M[C]$ Before Killall $|$ Stdio
.
, ,
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